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e cm. This conclusion is far from universal, how-
ever. For example, large muon EDMs are possible in






Given our current profound ignorance of the origins of
electroweak symmetry breaking, avor, and CP viola-
tion, no denitive statement can be made.




are, of course, distinguish-
able [3]: a

causes precession around the magnetic eld's
axis, but d

leads to oscillation of the muon's spin above
and below the plane of motion. A search for up-down
asymmetry in the current data is in progress [10]. A
dedicated EDM experiment [11] would provide a conclu-
sive resolution by either measuring a non-vanishing d

or




j to be insignif-
icant.
For now, however, the reported data is not a model-
independent measurement of the muon's anomalousmag-
netic moment. If measurements of precession frequency
are interpreted as measurements of a

, the assumption
of a negligible muon EDM is best made explicit. Al-
ternatively, the experimental status may be summarized
without theoretical assumptions as in Fig. 1.
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